
Five wealthy investors are engaged in a conversation regarding their recent investments. Your task is to identify the youngest

investor among them and determine the type of companies that pique his interest.

Tie: black, blue, green, purple, yellow

Name: Christopher, Donald, Ian, Robert, Wyatt

Investment: $1 million, $2 million, $3 million, $9 million, $10

million

Area: biotech, cybersecurity, education, healthcare, software

Age: 30 years, 35 years, 40 years, 55 years, 60 years

City: Baltimore, Boston, Denver, Memphis, Portland

The investor who lives in Portland is immediately to

the left of the man wearing the Green tie.

The investor wearing the Green tie is somewhere to the

right of the man living in the city known for its

weather.

The man living in Memphis is next to the investor

wearing the Blue tie.

The oldest among the investors is at the �rst position.

Christopher is somewhere between the man

specializing in Computer Security and Robert, in that

order.

The 40-year-old investor is the same man who invested

$2 million last month.

The investor wearing a Green tie is somewhere to the

left of the man interested in Healthcare.

The man with the Green tie is next to the investor who

is 55 years old.

Christopher is next to the investor interested in

Software.

At the second position is the investor who specializes

in Cybersecurity.

The investor with the Yellow tie is next to the man who

is 40 years old.

The man with the Black tie is somewhere between the

60-year-old investor and the man who invested $3

million last month, in that order.

Donald, who is one of the investors, specializes in

Computer Programs.

The investor with the Green tie is somewhere to the left

of the man who lives in Baltimore.

The man who made the smallest investment is

somewhere between the man with the Green tie and

the man who invested $9 million last month, in that

order.

The 60-year-old investor is next to Ian.

The 35-year-old investor is somewhere to the right of

the man with the Blue tie.

The investor with the Blue tie is somewhere to the left

of the man living in the city known for its sports.

The investor who specializes in Biotech occupies the

middle position.
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Five wealthy investors are engaged in a conversation regarding their recent investments. Your task is to identify the youngest

investor among them and determine the type of companies that pique his interest.

Tie: black, blue, green, purple, yellow

Name: Christopher, Donald, Ian, Robert, Wyatt

Investment: $1 million, $2 million, $3 million, $9 million, $10

million

Area: biotech, cybersecurity, education, healthcare, software

Age: 30 years, 35 years, 40 years, 55 years, 60 years

City: Baltimore, Boston, Denver, Memphis, Portland

The investor who lives in Portland is immediately to

the left of the man wearing the Green tie.

The investor wearing the Green tie is somewhere to the

right of the man living in the city known for its

weather.

The man living in Memphis is next to the investor

wearing the Blue tie.

The oldest among the investors is at the �rst position.

Christopher is somewhere between the man

specializing in Computer Security and Robert, in that

order.

The 40-year-old investor is the same man who invested

$2 million last month.

The investor wearing a Green tie is somewhere to the

left of the man interested in Healthcare.

The man with the Green tie is next to the investor who

is 55 years old.

Christopher is next to the investor interested in

Software.

At the second position is the investor who specializes

in Cybersecurity.

The investor with the Yellow tie is next to the man who

is 40 years old.

The man with the Black tie is somewhere between the

60-year-old investor and the man who invested $3

million last month, in that order.

Donald, who is one of the investors, specializes in

Computer Programs.

The investor with the Green tie is somewhere to the left

of the man who lives in Baltimore.

The man who made the smallest investment is

somewhere between the man with the Green tie and

the man who invested $9 million last month, in that

order.

The 60-year-old investor is next to Ian.

The 35-year-old investor is somewhere to the right of

the man with the Blue tie.

The investor with the Blue tie is somewhere to the left

of the man living in the city known for its sports.

The investor who specializes in Biotech occupies the

middle position.
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Investor #1 Investor #2 Investor #3 Investor #4 Investor #5

Tie ye��ow black gr��n bl�� purp��

Name Wya�� Ian Christop��r Don��d Robert

Investment $10 m��lion $2 m��lion $3 m��lion $1 m��lion $9 m��lion

Area education cyber��curity bio��ch softwa�� ����thca��

Age 60 years 40 years 30 years 55 years 35 years

City Denver Por��and Memphis B��timo�� Boston
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